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some notation and nomenclature. The reader who is unfamiliarwith any of these subjects is advisedto consult the above-mentionedreferences and the references mentioned in these sections. Section 4 presents some of the key features of Ox, includinghow to get the program installedand working. Section 5 provides some empirical examples taken from van der Sluis (1997a Sluis ( , 1997b . Section 6 concludes. The appendices provide details about the actual implementation.
Stochastic Volatility Model
Stochastic volatilitymodels have become quite popular in the econometrics and finance literatur e. Key references on estimationof stochastic volatilitymodels include: Harvey,Ruiz, and Shephard (1994) , Shephard (1996), Fridmanand Harris(1997) , and Sandmannand Koopman (1997) for Kalmanfilter techniques; 5 Jacquier, Polson, and Rossi (1994) , Schotman and Mahieu(1994) , Kim, Shephard, and Chib (1996) on Bayesian methods; 6 Danielsson (1994) and Danielsson and Richard(1993) on simulatedmaximum likelihood methods; 7 and Gallant and Tauchen (1996) and Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen (1997) are the main references for EMMmethods. 8 These have been the most successful techniques. We also mention Andersen and Sørensen (1996) for GMM(generalized method of moments) techniques, and Monfardini(1996) for an indirect inference techniqueà la Gourieroux, Monfort,and Renault(1993) . For foundationsof stochastic volatilitymodels, see Clark (1973) , Tauchen and Pitts (1983) , Taylor (1986) , and Hull and White (1987) . Review articles have been provided by Ghysels, Harvey,and Renault(1996) and Shephard (1996b) . 9 A stochastic volatilitymodel in its basic discrete-time format reads:
ln σ 2 t = ω + γ ln σ 2 t−1 + σ η η t ǫ t , η t ∼ IN(0, 1), t = 1, . . . , n This model has served as the benchmark and startingpoint of the bulk of the econometric literatur e on stochastic volatilitymodels. Note that this model is in discrete form, as EmmPackis designed to deal with discrete models. However, one may may modify some of the Ox code in emm.ox and make it also applicable to continuous-timemodels. The reason why the model of Equation 1 cannot be estimatedby standard maximumlikelihood lies in the fact that the σ t are latent or unobserved variables which must be integrated out of the likelihood. This is typicallyintractableboth numericallyand analytically,because for every observation there is such a σ t . StandardKalmanfilter techniques cannot be applied because the latent process is non-Gaussian,and the resulting state-space form does not have a conjugate filter.
Manyvariationson Equation 1 are possible. In van der Sluis (1997a Sluis ( , 1997b , a rather broad class of models has been proposed, namely:
On Kalmanfilter techniques in this context, we also mention Ruiz (1994) . 6 On Bayesian methods in this context, we also mention Shephard's(1996a) SvPack. 7 See also Danielsson (1996a ), Richardand Zhang (1995a , 1995b for more on SMLmethods in this context. Danielsson (1996a) actually contains the source code. 8 Other references on EMMin this context are Andersenand Lund (1996) , Andersenand Lund (1997), Gallant and Long (1997) and van der Sluis (1997a van der Sluis ( , 1997b van der Sluis ( , 1997c and Andersenet al. (1997) 9 See also Taylor (1994) , Andersen(1994) and Andersen(1992) .
In the program, this model is referred to as the ASARMA V(p, q ) model. 10 The asymmetriccomponent arising from the correlation parameterλ has also been considered in Harveyand . The inclusion of MAparametersis a novelty. 11 The author claims that the model shown by Equation 2 can be estimatedby the package. Also, estimationof several other models with EmmPackis discussed in van der Sluis (1997c) . In these models, the ǫ t follow a wide varietyof non-Gaussianmodels.
The following models have been supportedby the package: SARMA V(1, 0), SARMA V(2, 0), SARMA V(3, 0), SARMA V(1, 1), SARMA V(1, 2), ASARMA V(1, 0), ASARMA V(2, 0), ASARMA V(3, 0), ASARMA V(1, 1), and ASARMA V(1, 2). The user can build his or her own procedures following the structure given in Section 4.
In the next version of this program, conditional mean terms such as y t = µ t + σ t ǫ t will be dealt with. This may be interesting for modeling the term structure of interest rates; see Andersenand Lund(1996 Lund( , 1997 . For now, the user should prewhiten his data to take care of a time-dependentmean. Multivariateextensions of the model in Equation 2 are currently investigatedin van der Sluis (1997d) and in Jiang and van der Sluis (1997) . The paper van der Sluis (1997d) will be accompanied by the program MemmPack,which is a multivariateextension of EmmPack. Gallant and Tauchen (1996) 12 solve the efficiency problems that moment-basedtechniques generally have by proposing the efficient method of moments (EMM)technique. The structuralmodel is estimatedby using an auxiliarymodel. The connection between the auxiliarymodel and the structuralmodel is achieved by means of the scores of the auxiliarymodel (score calibration), where strict guidelinesare given for the choice of the auxiliarymodel such that maximumlikelihood efficiency is attained. For the program, we are only concerned with Case 2 in Gallant and Tauchen (1996) . In short, the EMMmethod is as follows. The sequence of densities for the structuralmodel is denoted:
Efficient Method of Moments
The sequence of densities for the auxiliaryprocess is denoted as:
where x t and w t are observable endogenous variables. In particular , the x t will be a vector of lagged y t , and the w t will also be a vector of lagged y t (the lag length may differ; therefore a different symbol is chosen). We impose Assumptions1 and 2 in Gallant and Long (1997) on the structuralmodel. These are technical assumptionsthat imply standardproperties of quasi-maximum-likelihoodestimatorsand properties of estimatorsbased on Hermite expansions , which will be explained below. It is importantthat the structural model is stationaryand ergodic. The reader is referred to the original papers for details. Define
which is the expected score of the auxiliarymodel under the dynamicmodel. The expectation is writtenin integralform to anticipate that this integral is approximated by standardMonte Carlo techniques:
10 ASARMA V denotes the AsymmetricStochastic AutoRegr essive MovingAverage Volatility. 11 It is a novelty in the sense that this model can actually be estimated. In Harvey, Ruiz, and Shephard (1994) , the ARMAspecification was already suggested. 12 See also Tauchen (1997). where y τ (θ) are drawingsfrom the structuralmodel. Let n denote the sample size. The EMMestimatoris defined as:
where I n is a weightingmatrix and β n denotes an estimatorfor the parameterof the auxiliarymodel. The optimal weightingmatrix here is obviously
where β * is a (pseudo) true value. The small sample pendant is:
In the program, I n is estimatedusing the outer product gradient. The main result is consistency, and asymptoticnormalityof the EMMestimatorof the structuralparameters θ n follows:
where
To obtain maximumlikelihood efficiency, it is required that the auxiliarymodel in some sense embed the structuralmodel. The semi-nonparametric(SNP) density of Gallant and Nychka(1987) 13 may be a good choice; see Gallant and Tauchen (1996) and Gallant and Long (1997) . The auxiliarymodel is built as follows. The process y t (θ 0 ) is the process under investigation,µ t (β
is the conditional variance, and z t (β
2 is the standardizedprocess. The SNPdensity now takes the following form:
where φ denotes the standardnormal density, x := (y t−1 , . . . , y t−L ), and the polynomials
A specific form for the polynomialsis taken, namely, orthogonal Hermite polynomials;see Tauchen (1991) and Andersenand Lund(1997) . Relevantformulas for the derivativescan be found in Abramowitzand Stegun (1972), Fenton and Gallant (1996a) , and in AppendixA below. The model σ 2 t (β) and µ t (β) is chosen as a leading term in the Hermite expansion, to relieve the expansion of some of its task, thereby improving its small-sampleproperties. This version of EmmPackcontains no models for µ t (β), however, one may modifythe Ox source code to include processes for the mean. The easiest way is to filter out a time-dependentmean and give this prewhitened data to the program as input. For σ 2 t (β), an EGARCH (p, q ) model was used. See AppendixA for the relevant formulas.
In this paper, we take p := dim(θ), and q := dim(β). The number of moment conditions q may be determined using several criteria. For EMM,it is necessary that q increase with n. In this respect, note the conceptual difference with GMM.It will automaticallyhappen that q increases with n using any of the model-specificationcriteria, such as the Akaike information criterion [AIC, Akaike (1973) ], the Schwarz criterion [BIC, Schwarz(1978) ], or the Hannan-Quinncriterion [HQC, Hannan and Quinn (1979) and Quinn (1980) ]. The theory of model selection in the context of SNPmodels is not yet well developed. Resultsin Eastwood (1991) may lead us to believe that AICis optimal in this case. However, as for multivariateARMA models, the AICmay overfit the model to noise in the data, so we may be better off following the BIC or HQC. The same findingsare reported in Andersenand Lund(1997). In their seminal paper, Gallant and Tauchen (1996) rely on the BIC in their applications.Recent Monte Carlo results in Andersen,Chung, and Sørensen (1997) and van der Sluis (1997c) show that for pure (E)GARCH(so K x = K z = 0) models, "E"MM provides rather efficient estimates for the Gaussian SARMA V(1, 0) and ASARMA V(1, 0) models. The small-sampleproperties of EMMwith this class of non-Gaussianauxiliarymodels is unknown. For SV models with a non-normal error structure, it is likely that a higher-order Hermite polynomialis needed. As argued in van der Sluis (1997c), Monte Carlo experiments with higher-order Hermite polynomialsare thought to be computationallyinfeasible at the current state of computer technology. For more information about auxiliary model choice, the interested reader is referred to Andersen,Chung, and Sørensen (1997) and van der Sluis (1997a van der Sluis ( , 1997b van der Sluis ( , 1997c . The procedure diagnos returns a summaryof the auxiliaryestimations.Amongthe parameters,standarderrors, and t-values, the followingmodel-selection criteria for maximizationare provided for AIC [Akaike(1973) ], BIC [Schwarz(1978) ], and HQC [Hannan-Quinn(1979) and Quinn (1980) ]. These criteria may be used to determine the order of the auxiliarymodel. 14 In short, the following algorithmwas used:
1. Determine the order of the EGARCHprocess. For this particularEGARCHprocess, calculate β. Set the corresponding weightingmatrix I n equal to the outer product of the scores, i.e.,
2. Determine a value for θ : θ .
Simulatey
N 1 ( θ) and y N 2 ( θ ) using antithetic variables (see AppendixC).
Repeat Steps 2-4 until the quantitym
We set N = 50, 000. 15 As explained in van der Sluis (1997b), for the stochastic volatilitymodels considered here, no startingvalues have to be used. 16 We end this section by statingthe J -test for overidentifyingrestrictionsfor EMM;see Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen (1994) . Under the null that the structuralmodel is true, one may deduce:
14 For some properties in the context of multivariatetime series, see Lütkepohl (1990) . 15 Two antithetic series are used, each of size 50,000. Experimentationhas shown that for the score generator used here, virtuallyno Monte Carlo variance is presented for simuatedseries of this size. With virtuallyno Monte Carlo variance, the author means that the estimates are the same for four digits when different simulatedseries are used. Smallersizes, say 5,000, could be used for obtaining fast estimates. 16 The model is startedup in:
and the direction of the misspecificationmay be indicated by the quasi-t ratios:
Here T n is distributedas t |β|−|θ | . These statisticsare provided by EmmPack.
Descriptions of EmmPack and Ox
The Ox matrix-pr ogramminglanguage is new to the market of econometric software. It is by far the fastest matrix-orientedprogramminglanguage; see Cribari-Neto(1997) . Several other advantagesare: it is a very open language, its syntax is very similarto C/C++,and there are currently versions for DOS, Windows 3.xx, Windows 95, Windows NT, AIX, SunOs, Solaris, HP-UX,Irix, Linux,and UNIX.Most of these versions are free. There are no differences between these versions, except that only in the Windows version can one use Ox's sister program, Givewin, which provides several graphic capabilities. Anothersmall difference is that for some versions, one cannot dynamicallylink C/C++code to Ox-for these platforms, one must resort to statistical linking, which is not more difficult, but is less elegant. One may also try to link the libraryto the more common programs such as GAUSSor MA TLAB.One would probably have to write a DLLthat translates exported C/C++functions from the Ox DLLto C/C++functions that can be importedfrom GAUSSor MA TLAB. How the C/C++functions are exported from an OX DLLcan be found in Doornik (1996, pp. 286-328) . It should be mentioned that the DLLin EmmPackuses the mathematicalC/C++function from Ox, so one should own a copy of Ox. Therefore, one may be better off saving the trouble and directly using Ox. The DLLis optimizedfor the Intel Pentium. For the RS/6000,the author has used the IBM compiler, which should generate very efficient code on the RS/6000.In spite of this, it is worth mentioningthat the gain in speed on both the Intel and the RS/6000was immense, with the highest relative gain on the Intel. On a P5-166 with 32 MB under Win95, it took in pure Ox 1.20a code 117.7 s to evaluate an EGARCH (1, 1)-H(5, 0) for 2 × 5,000 antitheticvariables. With the C/C++code in a DLL,it took only 9.5 s under the same configuration:a twelvefoldimprovement. Whereas this gain in speed is considerable, this does not mean that one should always program in C/C++or any other low-level programminglanguage. It is only for the type of situationthat we are dealing with in this particularproblem, namely a loop with allocations, that hard coding gives enormous speed improvements.
EmmPackcan be downloadedfrom http://www.fee.uva.nl/vak groep/AKE/vdsluis.htm . The files are zipped as emmpack.zip. One can unzip them with a utilitysuch as pkunzip. The zipped file contains the following: s&p500.mat,xr.mat, emm.dll, sv model.oxo, sv model.h, max1sid.oxo, max1sid.h, emm.h, and the central program, emm.ox, which includes modifiable Ox source code.
Unless you are an oxpert, it is wise to create a directory named \ox\packages\emm\ and move the emm.ox file to this directory. Next, place the sv models.oxo, sv models.h, max1sid.oxo, and max1sid.h files to the directory \ox\include\ and move the emm.dll files to the \ox\bin\ directory. Additionaldescriptionof the program can be found in the source code emm.ox.
A few things to note here: emm.dll contains a dynamiclink libraryfor the Windows 3.xx, Windows 95, and Windows NT operating systems. These require Ox version 1.20a. The AIX version is available on request from the author. The sv models.oxo and max1sid.oxo contain compiled Ox code. The max1sid.oxo is a
modificationof the maximize.oxo code that is included in the official release of Ox, except that instead of two-sidedderivatives,only one-sided derivativesare taken in the BFGS algorithm.Althoughless accurate, it is twice as fast, which is very importantin this application. The loss of accuracy is not relevant for the problem at hand (see Section 5). The sv models.oxo file contains the Ox compiled code of several procedures to generate antitheticseries from stochastic volatilitymodels. There is no need to hard code these procedures, because the author extensively used hard-coded built-in procedures from Ox. Therefore there will be virtually no gain, and may instead be a loss, in hard coding these procedures. These are not all the stochastic volatility models that can be estimatedwith this program; the user's own models can also be estimated.In the sv models.oxo module, the following procedures are provided:
• sarmav10(const total,const theta),
• sarmav20(const total,const theta),
• sarmav30(const total,const theta),
• sarmav11(const total,const theta),
• sarmav12(const total,const theta),
• asarmav10(const total,const theta),
• asarmav20(const total,const theta),
• asarmav30(const total,const theta),
• asarmav11(const total,const theta), and
• asarmav12(const total,const theta).
In: an integer total denoting the number of variables you want to simulate,where theta is a vector of parameters.The first element of theta denotes the ω variable, the next variables denote the ARMA variables, followed by the σ η variable. If applicable, the last element is the asymmetryvariable, λ. Out: returns a total× 2 series of antitheticvariables 17 from the specified process.
Before estimatingthe structuralstochastic volatilitymodel, one must specify an auxiliaryEGARCH-H model. As mentioned before, one can also use this program for estimatingEGARCH-Hmodels. As described above, the auxilarymodels are taken from the SNPdensities with an EGARCH( p, q )-leading term. In the program, the integers k x, k z, p, and q refer to the variables k x , k z , p, and q , respectively, as defined in AppendixA. The order of input and output of the variables is as follows: {α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α q , γ 1 , . . . , γ p , κ 0 , κ 1 , }, where is a matrix defined as:
In the program, this matrixis vectorizedas (1, a 01 , . . . , a 0k z , a 10 , . . . , a 1k z , . . . , a k x k z ) by the decomp procedure.
Other procedures that are included in the source code of emm.ox include:
• likeli(const vP, const adFunc, const avScore, const amHessian) 17 For an explanation and motivationof antitheticvariables, see AppendixC below.
This function is the likelihood of the auxiliaryEGARCH-Hmodel, with input and output in the generic format as in Doornik (1996, p. 114 ).
• gradproc(const vP)
This function returns the score of the auxiliarymodel. The auxiliaryparametervector, vP, denotes the parametersof the auxiliarymodel in which the score has to be evaluated.
• createin(const vP)
This function returns the outer product of the scores in the auxiliaryparametervector, vP.
• diagnos(const l, const paras, const diags, const file diagnos)
The function writes several diagnosticstatisticsfor the auxiliarymodel to an open file, file diagnos.
Here l denotes the log-likelihoodin the optimum,paras denotes the parametersin the optimum,and diags is the outer product of the scores in the optimum.Details are also given in the next section.
• dist(const vP, const adFunc, const avScore, const amHessian)
This function returns the value of the minimumchi-squared criterion of the EMMestimationof the structuralmodel. Its format is the same as in Doornik (1996, p. 114 ).
• jtest(const I,const inv I, const tot, const m hat, const m hat)
The function J -test returns a vector of which the first element denotes the value of the J -test, and the other elements denote the individualt-values (as described in Section 3). The inputs are I, inv I, tot, m hat, and M hat, which are mnemonics for I n, I
−1 n , n, m N ( θ n , β n ), and M n ( θ n , β n ), respectively.
• gradproc theta2 (const adFunc, const sv theta)
This function returns the score of the auxiliarymodel at the parametersof the structuralmodel sv theta, i.e., m(θ, β n ). It is of the same format as that found in Doornik (1996, pp. 125-126) . By using this function with the Ox procedure NumJacobian,we may calculate the numericalderivativeof m(θ, β n ) with respect to θ, i.e., M n (θ, β n ).
Afterthe auxiliarymodel is fitted, the global variable z contains the z t (β) from the auxiliarymodel, which may be used for specification tests. More information on the procedures and the variablescan be found in the source file, emm.ox. The s&p500.matfile contains the S&P500 series that are analyzed in van der Sluis (1997b), and the xr.mat file contains the exchange-rate series that have been analyzedin van der Sluis (1997a).
As for all nonlinear optimizationproblems, be aware of local optima. The author encountered some in this context. One can check this by tryingdifferent parametervalues, possibly with a lower value of N. A sensible choice may be to set N = 20, 000.
Application
In this section, two examples of the performance of EmmPack1.01 are given. In van der Sluis (1997a), the British pound/Canadiandollar exchange rates are investigated.In van der Sluis (1997b Sluis ( , 1997c , the S&P500 is investigated.Both series are in 100* log differences. Figure 1 shows the exchange rates. Figure 2 shows the S&P500. Salient features of these data sets are provided in Table 1 . Calculationswere performed on Pentiums 18 and on several nodes of the SP2 at SARA. 19 It was found that when using antitheticvariates,there is no reason to take more than N = 2 * 50, 000. In the program, the variable N is called tau. The outcomes are stable in four or five digits in case the initial seed is set differently. The author has the opinion that a simulationmethod should provide estimates that are virtuallyindependent of the initial seed, and therefore the Monte Carlo variance should be virtuallyzero. The specification search of the auxilliarymodel is described in the above papers. The upshot is that for the exchange rates, an EGARCH (1, 3)-H(4, 0) was found to be BIC optimal, and for the S&P500, an EGARCH (1, 2)-H(5, 0) was found to be BIC optimal.
To the exchange rates, a SARMA V(1, 0), a SARMA V(2, 0), and a SARMA V(3, 0) were fitted. To the S&P500 data set, a SARMA V(1, 0) and a SARMA V(1, 1) were fitted. The followingresults 20 for the exchange-rate models were obtained for the SARMA V(1, 0) model: The estimates for the S&P500 series for the SARMA V(1, 0) model are: As far as specification of the (A)SARMA V model is concerned, we only report the Hansen J -test in Tables 2  and 3 . For other specification tests in this context, see van der Sluis (1997a van der Sluis ( , 1997b . Althougha P-value is a monotonic function of the actual evidence against H 0 , it is very dangerous to choose the best model of these specifications on the basis of the P-values [see Berger and Delampady(1987) ]. Different criteria will certainly be found in future research. For a more in-depth discussion of the above models, the reader should consult van der Sluis (1997a) for the exchange rates and van der Sluis (1997b Sluis ( , 1997c for the S&P500 series.
Conclusions
This paper documents the software package EmmPack1.01. A wide varietyof stochastic volatilitymodels can be estimated,although there are several limitationsto the program. As yet, no auxiliaryprocess for the mean is implementedin the C library,and only univariatemodels can be considered. Currently the author is expanding his code in these two directions. A multivariategeneralizationis investigatedin van der Sluis (1997d). Some generalizationsof the stochastic volatilitymodel shown by Equation 2 can also be estimated with EmmPack1.01 [see van der Sluis (1997c) ]. However, the user should keep in mind that the auxiliary model should embed the stochastic volatilitymodel that one wants to estimate. The mailbox is open for any comments.
Disclaimer
This software and source code are distributed"as is" and withoutwarrantiesas to performance or merchantabilityor any other warrantieswhether expressed or implied. Because of the varioushardware and software environments into which these items may be put, no warrantyof fitness for a particularpurpose is offered. While every effort has been made to test the product in a wide varietyof operating environments, good procedure dictates that any program be thoroughly tested with noncritical data before relying on it. The user must assume the entire risk of using the program. Anyliabilityof the author will be limitedexclusivelyto product replacement.
In EmmPack,we specify the standardnormal density for z t . Now there are no nuisance parameters,so ψ = β. The gradientbecomes ∇ θ l t (y t ; β) = ∇ β µ t (β)ǫ t (β)σ in case ψ k is not a leading-term parameter. For example, in the case where K x = 1 and all nonleading-term parametersare vectorized as γ = (γ 00 , γ 01 , γ 10 , γ 11 , . . . , γ K z 0 , γ K z 1 ) ′ , we have:
, where the 1 occurs at position 2i − 1 and the x at 2i
